Abstract-Elastic optical networks (EONs) rely on efficient resource planning to meet future communication needs and avoid resource overprovisioning. Estimation of physical-layer impairments (PLIs) in EONs plays an important role in the network planning stage. Traditionally, the transmission reach (TR) and Gaussian noise (GN) models have been broadly employed in the estimation of the PLIs. However, the TR model cannot accurately estimate PLIs, whereas the GN model is incompatible with state of the art linear optimization solvers. In this paper, we propose a physical-layer estimation model based on the GN model, referred to as the conservative linearized Gaussian noise (CLGN) model. To address the routing, spectrum, and regeneration assignment problem accounting for PLIs, we introduce a link-based mixed integer linear programming formulation employing the CLGN, whose heavy computational burden is relieved by a heuristic approach referred to as the sequential iterative optimization algorithm. We show through simulation that network resources such as spectrum and regeneration nodes can be saved utilizing the CLGN model rather than the TR model. Our proposed heuristic algorithm speeds up the optimization process and provides better resource usage compared to state of the art algorithms on benchmark networks.
the moderate scalability, the link-based MILP algorithm achieves better optimality, albeit by sacrificing scalability. In Ref. [5] , Wang et al. solve the RSA problem for a largescale EON (NSF-24) with a fast heuristic algorithm, the re-MILP algorithm, based on a TR constraint and taking into account regeneration node placement. The consideration of regeneration placement turns the RSA problem into a more complicated routing, spectrum, and regeneration assignment (RSRA) problem. The re-MILP algorithm is more scalable than the algorithms presented in Refs. [3, 13] because it is able to successfully solve the RSRA problem with as many as 50 demands in the NSF-24 network, and thus it has been applied as in [15] . However, the aforementioned advantages of re-MILP are gained by sacrificing performance optimality for continental-scale networks.
In this paper, we propose an improvement to the re-MILP algorithm and a more accurate PLI model that together provide a more comprehensive solution to the aforementioned problems of (a) approximating PLIs accurately and (b) finding a scalable near-optimal solution [5] . The proposed RSRA algorithm is the sequential iterative optimization (SIO) algorithm, a generalization of the re-MILP that iteratively searches for a better solution, incorporating some randomness into the search process. The proposed PLI model is a linearized GN model we call the conservative linearized Gaussian noise (CLGN) model. The SIO algorithm with the CLGN model provides a balance between complexity and estimation accuracy. Figure 1 illustrates schematically the trade-off between the three objectives (scalability, optimality, and accuracy) of our proposed algorithm and other approaches in the recent literature. Unlike path-based algorithms [6] , which cannot integrate traffic-dependent PLI models, the proposed algorithm is a link-based MILP algorithm that sacrifices scalability to accommodate any PLI model that is linear in the state variables. The SIO algorithm has similar complexity and scalability to the re-MILP algorithm in Ref. [5] , but results in much better performance by employing randomness to aid in convergence. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the physical layer impairment models. Section III then describes the proposed models in the MILP formulation, while Section IV elaborates on the SIO algorithm. Section V provides numerical results and comparisons to Refs. [3, 5] , based on simulation. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section VI.
II. ESTIMATION OF PHYSICAL LAYER IMPAIRMENTS
In this paper, we consider dual-polarization transmission with the same modulation format and the same PSD in both polarizations. We adopt similar assumptions as in Ref. [16] . The types of PLIs considered are nonlinear distortion, chromatic dispersion, and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise [7] . Since the chromatic dispersion can be compensated by digital signal processing, we only need to consider the impairments caused by the nonlinear interference (NLI) caused by the interaction of nonlinearity and dispersion in the fiber, and the ASE noise caused by the erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) [16, 17] . In this section, we present several methods one can use to model PLIs in RSA algorithms, including the novel technique we propose, the CLGN model.
A. Gaussian Noise Model
The ASE noise is modeled as additive Gaussian noise with power spectral density (PSD) given as
where n sp represents the spontaneous emission factor, ν represents the light frequency, h represents Planck's constant, α represents the fiber power attenuation, and L represents the fiber length per span.
The GN model is applied to estimate the signal NLI [18] . The NLI effects can be divided into self-channel interference (SCI) and cross-channel interference (XCI):
where G span NLI, p , G span SCI, p , and G span XCI, p represent the pth channel's NLI PSD, SCI PSD, and XCI PSD per span per polarization, respectively. SCI is caused by the channel itself, only varying with the bandwidth of that channel [19] :
where ρ π 2 jβ 2 j∕α, μ 3γ 2 ∕2παjβ 2 j, γ represents the fiber nonlinearity parameter, and β 2 represents the group velocity dispersion parameter. Δ p and G p represent the pth channel's bandwidth (being used in both polarizations) and signal PSD per polarization, respectively. We assume that the bandwidth equals the symbol rate, introducing frequency guard bands between transmissions to protect against inter-channel interference.
The XCI is caused by the interaction between channels and depends on the difference in center frequencies and bandwidths of the affected channels: [5]
[6] [3] , TR model and link-based Re-MILP algorithm [5] , and TR model and path-based algorithm [6] .
where M c represents the total number of channels on the same fiber link as the channel of interest, channel p, and f q represents the qth channel's center frequency.
In order to guarantee the desired QoT, the signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) for channel p (SINR p ) over each transparent segment (light path without regeneration) must satisfy the threshold SINR (SINR th p ) [19] :
where
ASE, p accumulates the independent noise and the interference (also assumed independent) incoherently over all spans on the transparent segment.
B. Conservative Linearized Gaussian Noise Model
In order to effectively use an MILP engine, we seek a linearized version of the standard GN model that follows some principles in order to preserve the properties of the GN model appropriately. First, the linearized GN model cannot underestimate the noise estimate of the standard GN model. Second, the linearized GN model should have similar QoT estimation as the GN model for the most realistic cases.
For the RSA problem, assuming fixed modulation, the bandwidth of demands Δ q , q 1, …, M c are given as optimization inputs. The total number of demands on the fiber link (M c ) and the center frequencies of these demands (f q , q 1, …, M c ) are decision variables in the optimization problem. Therefore, the SCI term in the standard GN model (3) is independent of the RSA variables M c and f q , q 1, …, M c . The term that needs to be linearized is the XCI term. Since the expression jf p − f q j is inside a logarithm function, we consider an upper bound on the XCI term as
where Δ gb is the guard band. We refer to this linearized version of the standard GN model as the CLGN model since the function is linear with respect to RSA variables. In the SINR expression (5), the CLGN model uses this upper bound to the XCI term to define the noise for channel p, referred to as N CLGN p .
In the CLGN model, we consider that all channels q that contribute to the XCI for channel p are located as close as possible to the demand (without considering the actual center frequency difference jf p − f q j), yielding a conservative XCI estimate. When there are a large number of demands deployed on the same fiber link, the CLGN model provides an overestimate of XCI compared with the standard GN model. On the other hand, when there are few demands on the fiber link, the CLGN model is able to provide a similar XCI estimate compared with the standard GN model.
C. Gaussian Noise Based Transmission Reach (GNTR) Model
The TR model is applied, instead of the GN model, in most research addressing the RSA problem because of its simplicity and linearity. The TR model estimates the maximum length that a transparent segment can have and still satisfy a conservative estimate of the SINR. The disadvantage of the TR model is that it does not take the instantaneous channel state into account. Moreover, the parameters of the TR model are often obtained from experimental results [4] , based on discrete experimental setups, thus leading to concerns over their universality [5] .
Instead of using experimental data to derive the TR, we use a GN-model-based analytic TR algorithm, named the GN-based transmission reach (GNTR), to generate the TR in order to make a fair comparison with the CLGN model. A similar idea was proposed and validated in Ref. [3] . The GNTR is the shortest transmission reach that satisfies the worst-case QoT requirements based on the standard GN model given the bandwidth of a demand, the threshold SINR, and its input PSD [20] . In order to obtain this shortest distance, we first consider the worst-case noise level [21] :
Given the modulation format, assuming the channel of interest p is centered in the middle of the available spectrum, and G p G q for all p and q, the worst noise level calculated based on the standard GN model occurs when channel p is sandwiched between two large-bandwidth demands (M c 3 and maximum Δ q ), as shown in Ref. [17] . Assuming equal length spans, the GNTR of the pth channel, T GNTR p , can be calculated as
where L is the fiber length per span [17] .
D. PLI Model Validation
We simulate the standard GN, CLGN, and GNTR models on a single isolated link (not part of a network solution) in order to analyze the link-level performance of each PLI estimation model. We use the GN model as a benchmark, assuming that it yields an accurate approximation to the PLIs. Fiber parameters are listed in Table I . Further simulation results can be found in Ref. [17] .
In the first scenario, equal-bandwidth demands are deployed on a fiber link. The channel of interest p is centered in the middle of the spectrum, and M c 3, 5, 7, or 9. Channels are placed adjacently separated by Δ gb . We define the normalized link noise estimation error for each M c , using the standard GN model as a reference, as In the second scenario, a probabilistic analysis is implemented by simulating random bandwidth demands deployed on the same fiber link. Each demand has a random bandwidth uniformly distributed from 30 to 100 GHz. The channel of interest is again in the middle of the spectrum and channels are placed adjacently, separated by Δ gb . The natural fragmentation that results from RSA in a network is not modeled here. After completing 10,000 simulation trials for different values of M c (M c 3, 5, 7, and 9), using similar simulation settings as [3, 5, 13] , we estimate the probability distribution of the noise level (N ), shown in Fig. 3 . Again, the CLGN model is better at estimating the performance of the PLIs than the GNTR model for M c ≤ 7, assuming the GN model yields an accurate approximation to the PLIs. When M c 9, the CLGN model has a greater than 60% probability of being more accurate than the GNTR model.
When the number of channels on a link is large, the GNTR becomes more accurate than the CLGN. Since both of these models upper bound the actual PLIs, the minimum of the two noise estimates can be used instead of either model.
III. LINK-BASED MILP FOR EON NETWORKS
We first introduce the basic MILP for the RSRA problems and then apply physical-layer constraints (both the CLGN and GNTR models) to it. We adopt notations and formulations from [5, 11] ; more detailed information can be found in Ref. [17] . In order to optimize resources used by EONs, which in this work consist of routes, spectrum, and regeneration nodes, the optimization objective of the MILP is a linear combination of the total spectrum usage, C, and the number of regeneration nodes used, T.
A. Basic MILP Without Signal Regeneration
The objective function in this scenario is the total spectrum usage C. The EON is formulated as a connected graph N, L with nodes denoted by N and unidirectional links denoted by L. D is the set of demands. Δ s,d is the bandwidth of demand D s,d , corresponding to its modulation format. 1 The node parameter S n;s,d 1 if n s; S n;
, 1g represents the order of the frequency index between the spectrum allocated to demands D s,d and
The basic MILP constraints include the total spectrum usage constraint, Extending from the link level to the network level, this section uses source and destination nodes (s, d) to refer to a demand instead of the channel index p used in Section II.
used to enforce the relationship between the spectrum usage and the highest frequency used in the EON. The flow conservation constraint,
ensures that each demand has only one path from source to destination without bifurcations, loops, or dead-ends during the transmission through intermediate nodes. The non-overlapping spectrum constraints,
ensure that the lowest frequencies of each demand are far enough to prevent overlapping.L is a fixed large number.
B. MILP With Signal Regeneration
Additional constraints at the signal regeneration nodes allow the GNTR-model-based MILP [constraints (14)- (18)] and the CLGN-model-based MILP [constraints (18) - (24)] to function for practical continental-scale networks. With regeneration nodes, the optimization objective becomes a multi-objective function with a weighting factor, either C εT or T εC, where ε is a small number compared with C∕T and T∕C. C is the spectrum used, and T is the number of regeneration nodes. Using C εT, the prime objective is to optimize the total spectrum usage while trying to reduce the number of regeneration nodes. Using T εC, the prime objective is to minimize the number of regeneration nodes while controlling the total spectrum usage with a lower priority. is allocated on node n, the binary variable I n;s,d 1; otherwise I n;s,d 0. If no regeneration circuit is allocated on node n, I n 0; otherwise I n 1, which means node n is a regeneration node. The regeneration nodes contain a limited number of regeneration circuits, denoted as I max . If I n;s,d 1 and i n, then K TR i,j;s,d 0, representing that the regeneration circuit has regenerated demand D s,d at node n; otherwise
is not regenerated at node n and the accumulated length is not affected.
To accommodate the GNTR model, the following constraints must be added to the basic MILP [5] . The link usage and accumulated traveling distance constraint, 
ensures that a demand is transmitted with the desired QoT.
represents the TR for demand D s,d , defined in Eq. (8) . The accumulated traveling distance constraint,
is used to obtain Y TR n;s,d by a recursive accumulation of the propagation distance along the route of the demand. The constraint
is used to ensure the relationship between regeneration circuits and the accumulated length. Lastly, the constraint
ensures that the number of regeneration circuits on one regeneration node is bounded by the maximum allowed, I max . We define the total number of regeneration circuits as I t P n∈N P D s,d ∈D I n;s,d and the number of regeneration nodes as T P n∈N I n . The following constraints must be added to the basic MILP, analogously to the GNTR model. The link usage and accumulated noise constraint, 2 A linearization of Eq. (14) can be found in Ref. [22] .
2) CLGN
is similar to the constraint in Eq. (14) . The QoT constraint, denotes the required SINR for a given demand D s,d and a specified QoT, corresponding to the modulation format. The accumulated noise constraint,
recursively accumulates the total noise along the route. N 
The regeneration circuits and accumulated noise constraint,
as well as the constraint that limits the number of circuits (18) are also needed to ensure the regeneration placement.
As networks become more congested, the number of simultaneous demands on one link may increase, making the GNTR constraint more accurate on some links, and the CLGN more accurate on others. We introduce a new upper bound, N UB i,j,s,d , that gives the tighter of the two constraints within the CLGN formulation. An extra constraint is needed in the MILP: (24) which can easily be linearized [22] . N 
IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM: SEQUENTIAL ITERATIVE OPTIMIZATION
The complexity of the RSRA problem goes beyond the capacity of current MILP solvers. Even though the CLGN model is less complex than the standard GN model, the RSRA problem cannot be properly solved within a reasonable time using the standard MILP algorithm. Therefore, we propose a heuristic approach that we call the sequential iterative optimization (SIO). The SIO algorithm optimizes the routing of the demands and the assignment of spectral and regeneration resources simultaneously.
For optimal MILP methods, during the solving process, an unacceptably long time is spent solving for the integer values in dead-end intermediate results. The SIO algorithm can mostly avoid these stubborn local minima. The SIO algorithm reduces the number of integer variables by using iterations to converge to a near-optimal solution. In addition, the SIO algorithm applies randomness in order to exit stubborn local minima and enhance the performance of each iteration. The randomness allows the algorithm to explore many non-contiguous areas of the variable space, resulting in a closer approach to the optimal solution and providing a near-optimal starting point for subsequent iterations.
The process of the SIO algorithm is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 4 and is described in detail in Algorithms 1-5. Demands are introduced a few at a time, recursively added to the existing state that has been partially shuffled and solved iteratively. 
, with an initial value UD ∅ • k is the index of the current iteration, with an initial value k 1 • ObjD is the optimization objective (C, T) for de- In Algorithm 1, when the number of allocated demands D is less than the number of demands needing to be optimized (i.e., D ≠ D), we recursively expand the size of the optimization problem (i.e., D ∪ D new AddNewDemandsD , D, m) and optimize it, until all demands have been allocated. In addition, at each stage (i.e., while the number of demands jD j remains unchanged), we iteratively reoptimize the problem N times while applying randomness (Algorithm 5) each time.
In Algorithm 2, when D ≠ D, we add m more demands into the optimization problem. The demands to be used in the optimization process (i.e., Algorithm 3) become D ∪ D new , where jD new j m.
In Algorithm 3, D
∪ D new represents the set of demands considered by the MILP algorithm. δD and UD represent the optimized spectrum and routing information, respectively, obtained from the last iteration when the set of demands was D . These resources are considered unavailable. This MILP process optimizes resources assigned to D new given that those assigned to D are fixed.
In Algorithm 4, we randomly select a set of demands, D out , from the set of allocated demands, D . The size of the selected demand set is 1∕η of the allocated demands (i.e., jD out j bjD j∕ηc). η can be adjusted to ensure the scalability of the algorithm. In Algorithm 5, we delete the routing UD out and spectrum assignment information δD out of this set from the last iteration. Based on the remaining spectrum and routing information, i.e., δD nD out and UD nD out , the resources for demands D are reoptimized.
In this reoptimization process, which is performed N times, demands are allocated based on partially optimized information from the previous iteration. There is a trade-off between scalability and optimality of the SIO algorithm. When either η increases or m decreases, the scalability of the SIO system increases and the optimality decreases.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Before simulating in continental-scale networks, we validate the performance of the proposed SIO algorithm on small networks by taking the optimal MILP as a benchmark for comparison. We apply the GNTR model and the CLGN model separately for both the optimal MILP and the SIO algorithm. As detailed in Ref. [17] , Section 4.6, we first tested the SIO algorithm on a variety of small networks without regeneration nodes (T 0), and the objective C was always identical to the results of the optimal MILP for simulation settings similar to common assumptions used in the literature [3, 5, 13] . For larger networks, we expect the MILP to perform better than the SIO algorithm. Therefore, we simulate our proposed algorithm in realistic benchmark networks. We validate the advantages brought by the CLGN model compared with the typically used TRbased model. We also show the advantages of the proposed SIO algorithm compared with published algorithms [3, 5] .
A. Simulation Settings
The simulation parameters are listed in Table I . The network topologies we tested are the NSF-24 network with 24 nodes and 86 unidirectional links [5] , and the DT-14 network with 14 nodes and 46 unidirectional links [3] . These two network topologies are used for testing algorithms of different scales. All plots show the mean values of the quantity measured for 40 trials (spectrum usage, number of regeneration nodes and circuits), and 90% confidence intervals. All simulations use the following common assumptions: we generate static traffic demands between node pairs, wherein each pair consists of a randomly selected source and a destination node; the bandwidth of these demands is uniformly distributed from 30 to 100 GHz [5] ; all demands use the same modulation format, either polarization-multiplexed binary phase-shift keying (PM-BPSK) or polarization-multiplexed quadrature phase-shift keying (PM-QPSK), and have equal input PSDs; no modulation conversion or wavelength conversion is considered [17] ; each regeneration circuit serves one light path; and an upper bound on the number of circuits per regeneration node of I max 10 is assumed. 3 The increment in the number of demands allocated is m 5, and we set η 2 to ensure scalability for the parameter values tested.
Note that for the network topologies and simulation parameters used, the PLI computed for each link using the CLGN model resulted in a lower noise estimate than the GNTR equivalent noise, and therefore constraint (24) was never invoked.
B. Performance of SIO Algorithm
To test our algorithms in a continental-sized network, we simulate the NSF-24 topology. This network has been used extensively in the literature to evaluate network-planning algorithms [5, 24, 25] . We test our proposed algorithm with diverse optimization objectives. In addition, we simulate our proposed model and algorithm with a realistic resource shortage.
1) RSRA With Multi-Optimization Objectives: Spectrum and regeneration nodes are valuable resources when considering the capital expenditures of deploying long-haul optical networks. In different scenarios, there are different priorities for these resources. We simulate two representative scenarios to show the performance of our proposed CLGN model and the SIO algorithm: (i) min C εT and (ii) min T εC objective functions. In both cases, ε is chosen as a small number. In objective (i), the primary goal is optimizing the total spectrum usage. In objective (ii), the primary goal is optimizing the number of regeneration nodes. In both cases, we test both the GNTR and CLGN models, as described in Section III, and solve the RSRA problem by the SIO algorithm in the NSF-24 network.
In Fig. 5(a) , for the C εT case and BPSK modulation, the total spectrum usage for the GNTR and CLGN models is similar because of the loose QoT requirements, i.e., the infrequent need for regeneration (the SINR threshold for BPSK is much smaller than the actual SINR). In Fig. 5(b) , for the C εT case using QPSK, the total spectrum usage of the GNTR and CLGN models is also similar, but for a different reason than for the BPSK case: the similar spectrum usage for QPSK happens because the total spectrum used is the primary optimization objective. Both the GNTR and CLGN models sacrifice other resources, such as the number of regeneration nodes, to ensure the optimality of the spectrum usage. In other words, in this scenario, the difference in the performance caused by using different estimates of the PLIs is compensated by the allocation of regeneration nodes.
In Fig. 5(a) , for the T εC scenario with BPSK, the loose QoT requirements again result in similar spectrum used by both the GNTR model and CLGN model. Comparing the different optimization objectives, C εT and T εC, using BPSK, the spectrum usage is also similar since there is seldom a need for regeneration.
In Fig. 5(b) , for the T εC scenario with QPSK, the total spectrum usage of the GNTR model with less than 20 demands is higher than that of the CLGN model. The reason for this is that the main objective of this scenario is to minimize the number of regeneration nodes. Therefore, when there are fewer than 20 demands, the CLGN model has the potential to save more spectrum because it is statedependent, and thus has a more accurate approximation of the noise level. However, the GNTR model is a worst-case approximation, overestimating the PLIs when the situation is far from the worst case (the actual length a signal can propagate while satisfying the SINR threshold is much longer than the length obtained using the GNTR model). When the number of demands increases, the total spectrum usage values of the GNTR and CLGN models closely align. When there are more than 20 demands, the GNTR and CLGN models result in the same routing solution in order to save on the number of regeneration nodes, resulting in the curve of the GNTR model closely following the curve of the CLGN model. Comparing the different optimization objectives, C εT and T εC, using QPSK, the spectrum usage of T εC is higher than that of C εT because T εC sacrifices routing flexibility, resulting in a higher spectrum utilization, in exchange for fewer regeneration nodes.
In Fig. 6(a) , for the C εT case, the number of regeneration nodes for the GNTR model is higher than that for the CLGN model for any number of demands. For the T εC case, the primary optimization objective is to minimize the number of regeneration nodes T. Thus, the magnitude of separation is less compared with the C εT case, although the curve for the GNTR model is still higher than for the CLGN model. Note that, for the T εC case, when there are fewer than 25 demands, the magnitude of separation between the GNTR and CLGN model curves is greatest. This results from the fact that the GNTR model has a higher PLI approximation error when the actual noise level is far from the worst case. Thus, we conclude that the CLGN model is able to reduce the number of regeneration nodes used compared with the GNTR model.
The number of regeneration circuits is not the optimization objective in either the C εT or T εC cases. However, regeneration circuits are also an expensive and limited resource in EONs, in addition to regeneration nodes. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , the GNTR model requires more regeneration circuits compared with the CLGN model for both objective functions. Additionally, the magnitude of separation between the CLGN and GNTR model curves in the C εT case is larger than in the T εC case. The reason is that in both the C εT and T εC cases, the GNTR model results in a higher PLI estimation error accumulated in the network when the number of demands increases to 50, leading to extra regeneration circuit expenditures. The benefit of the CLGN model in saving regeneration circuits, compared with the GNTR model, is substantial.
2) RSRA With Limited Regeneration Nodes: In this scenario, we simulate the RSRA problem with a limited number of nodes that can be assigned as regeneration nodes; this requires an extra constraint in the MILP described in Section III.B. As we discussed previously, regeneration nodes are a limited resource because the allocation of regeneration nodes, as well as their maintenance, is expensive. Consequently, regeneration nodes should be carefully allocated in the RSRA problem.
We maintain the optimization objective C εT for both the GNTR and CLGN models, and solve the RSRA problem using the SIO algorithm. We simulate this scenario in order to compare the performance of the total spectrum usage between the GNTR model and CLGN model with limited regeneration nodes. In addition, we observe the effects of utilizing more or fewer regeneration nodes. After simulating different cases (T ≤ 2, T ≤ 3, and T ≤ 4), we find that the case of T ≤ 2 is most representative for the NSF-24 network. In this scenario, because of the QoT requirements and congestion in the network, we stop the simulation at 30 demands.
In Fig. 7(a) , for the T ≤ 2 case, the total spectrum usage required by the CLGN model is less than that of the GNTR model. In addition, the spectrum usage without limiting the number of regeneration nodes is lower than the spectrum usage with a limitation on regeneration nodes. However, this lower spectrum usage comes at the cost of more regeneration circuits, as seen in Fig. 7(b) . The results also show that, for T ≤ 2, the number of regeneration circuits required by the CLGN model is less than that of the GNTR model. We thus conclude that the CLGN model is better at saving network resources, compared with the GNTR model, when there is a limited number of regeneration nodes.
C. Comparison With the Finely Linearized GN Model [3] In this section, the proposed algorithm that is composed of the CLGN model and the SIO algorithm is compared to the algorithm described in Ref. [3] . The published algorithm models the RSA problem by a finely linearized GN model, which is more accurate than Eq. (6), and solves the problem by MILP. The finely linearized GN model has a linearization error less than 1%. We consider the published algorithm as a benchmark and compare the proposed algorithm with it. We apply the same topology as in Ref. [3] , the DT-14 network, and the exact same demands for both algorithms. The DT-14 network is chosen over the NSF-24 network in this section due to the computational limitations of the benchmark algorithm, which does not consider signal regeneration (T 0). The objective here for both algorithms is to minimize the total spectrum usage, C.
The total spectrum usage required by both algorithms is shown in Fig. 8(a) . When the number of demands is less than or equal to 15, the proposed and benchmark algorithms have similar spectrum usage. When the number of demands is between 15 and 30, the spectrum usage of our algorithm is slightly higher than the benchmark, less than 10%. When the number of demands exceeds 30, the published algorithm fails to give any result within a reasonable time (i.e., 36 h). However, the proposed algorithm is able to solve the RSA problem. Although the benchmark algorithm provides slightly better results for up to 30 demands, the proposed algorithm is more scalable, uniquely able to provide results for up to 50 demands in less than 36 h of computation time.
In Fig. 8(b) , the total elapsed computation time for both algorithms is shown to increase approximately exponentially as a function of the number of demands. However, the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm is much greater than the benchmark algorithm, due to the SIO algorithm appropriately breaking down the RSA problem into smaller problems. These results make the proposed algorithm more applicable to practical scenarios. We thus conclude that there is a trade-off where a small sacrifice in spectrum usage results in large savings on computation time.
D. Comparison
With the Re-MILP Algorithm [5] In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed heuristic algorithm, the SIO, with another published algorithm, the re-MILP algorithm [5] . The optimization objective is to minimize C εT. We simulate and compare the performance of the CLGN and GNTR models, solved by both algorithms separately on the NSF-24 topology, with QPSK modulation.
The spectrum usage of both methods is shown in Fig. 9(a) . Compared with the re-MILP algorithm, the SIO algorithm achieves a significant spectrum efficiency gain, which increases as the number of demands grows and reaches 19.0% at 50 demands. The spectrum usage of the CLGN and GNTR models is similar since the primary optimization objective here is the spectrum usage. The optimization thus sacrifices other resources such as regeneration nodes to ensure the optimality of the spectrum usage.
Even though the SIO algorithm has a complexity of the same order as the re-MILP algorithm, the resource savings gained using SIO are notable. SIO takes approximately twice the computation time of re-MILP to find a solution. The SIO algorithm is therefore as scalable as the re-MILP algorithm because they can both allocate 50 demands in the NSF-24 network.
The usage of regeneration nodes and circuits is illustrated in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), respectively. For both resources, the optimization solution from the SIO algorithm is better than that of the re-MILP algorithm in all cases tested. The number of regeneration nodes required by the SIO algorithm is up to 28.5% lower than that of re-MILP when there are 50 demands. In addition, the number of regeneration circuits needed by the SIO algorithm is up to 38.8% lower than that of the re-MILP algorithm at 50 demands. This is because the SIO algorithm can avoid local optima in the optimization process and iteratively pursues a better result. Moreover, the advantage of the SIO algorithm over the re-MILP algorithm increases when the complexity of the RSRA problem increases.
Figures 9(b) and 9(c) also show that using the CLGN, a state-dependent PLI model, instead of a worst-case constraint such as the GNTR can significantly reduce the number of regeneration nodes and circuits required. Notably, the numbers of regeneration nodes and regeneration circuits of the SIO algorithm with the CLGN model are 37.1% and 56.8%, respectively, less than those of the re-MILP with the GNTR model.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider the RSRA problem for EONs with PLIs. Based on the standard GN model, we propose a novel estimation of PLIs, the CLGN model. In addition, we implement a GN-based transmission-reach algorithm, referred to as the GNTR model, in order to make the comparison with the CLGN model fair.
The RSRA problem for networks suffering from PLIs is then modeled as an MILP formulation. We propose a heuristic algorithm, referred to as the sequential iterative optimization algorithm, to solve the RSRA problem. We show through simulation that the CLGN model is better than the GNTR model in estimating PLIs, thus saving EONs resources-namely, the spectrum, regeneration nodes, and regeneration circuits. Moreover, the SIO algorithm outperforms the re-MILP algorithm [5] . It can be used on larger-scale networks and assign more demands than the algorithm in Ref. [3] . We conclude that the proposed algorithm provides an effective balance between performance and scalability.
In future work, the proposed algorithm can easily be extended to address the enormous expected growth in the number and size of traffic demands by accommodating super-channels. The proposed RSRA approach can also be easily extended to include modulation selection, wavelength conversion, and modulation conversion, as in Ref. [5] .
